ABSTRACT. An obstruction theory is given to determine when a space has a resolution tower. This can be used to decide whether or not the space is homeomorphic to a real algebraic set.
DEFINITION. Let V be a compact manifold; then a tico ~ in V is a collection of properly immersed codimension one compact submanifolds of V in general position meeting av transversally. Here proper means if S E ~ and as =1= 0, then as = av n S. If ~ = {Si }7=1' each Si is called a sheet of ~. We say ~ is a regular tico if each Si is a properly imbedded submanifold. See Figure 3 . We define a~ = {aS i }7=1;
hence a~ is a tico in aVo Given tieos ~ = {S;}, IS = {R j } in general position, define ~ n IS = {S; n R j }. If R is a smooth manifold which is in general position with all S;, define ~ n R = {Si n R}. If L is a manifold define ~ xL = {Si XL}, ~ X L is a tico in V X L. We define the realization of a tieo ~ = {Si }7=1 to be I~I = U7=1 Si (notice {I~I} itself is a tieo consisting of a single sheet).
A closed tico is a tico ~ such that as = 0 for all S E ~. In particular, all ticos in a closed manifold are closed tieos. A separating tico is a regular tico such that each S E ~ is a separating submanifold of V. In this paper we use the symbol == for stratified space isomorphism, so in particular if the stratified spaces are smooth manifolds, then == denotes diffeomorphism. If V is a compact manifold with boundary, we call a tico ~ in Va spine of V if If ~ = {S; }7-1 is a tieo then I~I is a stratified space UMj in a natural way, where M j = {x E 1~lla(x) = j}, and a(x) = L7-1 a;(x). a;(x) is the multiplicity of S; at x. (Thus a;(x) = ° if x f/:. S;, a;(x) = 1 if S; is imbedded near x, ai(x) = 2 if Si has a double point at x, etc). In particular, if ~ is regular then a(x) is the number of sheets S; passing through x and M j is the set of points which are contained in exactly j sheets. We also have a stratification on V, namely V = (V -I ~ I) U U M j which we will refer to as the ·stratification of (V, ~).
In this paper sometimes we will have to consider a generalization of regular ticos, so we make the following definition.
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DEFINITION. Let V be a compact manifold. A tim ~ in V is a collection of transversally intersecting imbedded compact submanifolds of V, such that each S E ~ meets av transversally along a compact codimension zero submanifold of as. We call the elements of ~ sheets of ~. Define ~Iav = {LS}SE~' ~Iav is a tim in av. Define I~I = USE~ S, and call it the realization oJ tim ~. Figure 5 gives a picture of a two-sheeted tim in the upper half ball. Now we have to talk about several notions of transversality. Let J: V ~ W be a smooth map between smooth manifolds and let 'S = {S;} be a tim in W; then we say J is transverse to 'S if J is transverse to all possible intersections of sheets of'S.
In this case we can pull back the tim'S to the tim J*'S = {f-1(S;)} in V. Now in addition assume that ~ is a tico in V; then we say J: V ~ W is tico-transverse to 'S if the restriction of J to every stratum of V induced by ~, is transverse to'S. In this case the pull-back tim J * 'S is transverse to ~ in V. Similarly, we call a smooth map J: 12!1 ~ W tico-transverse to 'S if the restriction of J to every stratum of I~I is transverse to'S.
DEFINITION. Let ~ be a tico in a smooth manifold V. A subtim of ~ is a collection ~ of subsets of I ~ I such that ~ = {B n I ~ II BE'S} for some tim 'S in
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general position with 2f. See Figure 6 . Note that a subtim is not itself a tim. The tim SB will be called a normal thickening of C£:. Note that normal thickenings are far from unique. The following lemma gives a useful criterion for when a subset of 12f1 is a subtim. Let g: N ~ V be the immersion associated to 2f. That is, g( N) = 12f I and g is one-to-one on a dense subset of N. {S n C ICE C£:} is a tim in S which is in general position with the tico S n 2f = {S n AlA E 2f -{S}}.
PROOF. If C£: = {12f1 n BIB E SB} for some tim SB in general position with 2f, then it is easy to check that 'n = {g-l( B) I B E SB} is a tim in N in general position with g*(2f). To prove the converse, suppose we know '1) is a tim in N transverse to g*(2f). By induction we may assume there is a tim SB' in general position with 2f and aCE C£: so that C£: u {a+C} -{C} = {12f1 n BIB E SB'}, where a+c = g(a +(g-l( C))). Now for every z E C it is not hard to find a chart <p z :
if z E aV) so that <p;1 of everything in sight is linear. That is, <P;1(12f1) = Uf~l R';' (where R';' = {x E Rmlxi = On and for each So by covering C with a finite number of such charts and by extending each Oz to a neighborhood S; of Sz n <P;1(12f1) in Sz n domain<pz we may find some manifold We are now ready to define resolution towers, which is the basic object of this paper. A resolution tower is a collection iY = {V;, m i , Pi}7~o where (V;, mi), i = 0, ... , n, are compact smooth manifolds with ticos and Pi = {Pji }):~ are collections of smooth maps Pji: Vji ~ Vj so that Vji = 1 mjil for some m ji c m i and
m i = U j<i mJi' and mji n mki = 0 when j "4= k,
A resolution tower is a purely topologically defined object; to emphasize this, we will sometimes call it a topological resolution tower. We will denote V; = V;( iY), 
where the horizontal maps are restrictions of T, and j is induced by composition. Hence proving j (or less likely T') onto would give a complete topological characterization of real algebraic sets. Anyhow, the elements of IYRSI give a good picture of what real algebraic sets look like. In this paper we give an obstruction theory to decide which stratified spaces lie in IYRSI. Many of the results of this paper remain valid when we replace Y RS with some other subsets of Y. For clarity we will stick with Y RS throughout the paper, and leave it to the reader to verify these possible variations of the results. For brevity we will denote TR = Y RS and AR =sf s .
We are now ready to state our main result.
(ii) I\}I :::: conel@l· Above:::: means a stratified space isomorphism. This theorem is the obvious generalization of the classical spine theorem which allowed us to classify the real algebraic sets with isolated singularities [AK61. Notice in particular (ii) implies that \} must be seminormal. Theorem 1.2 is the basic result that allows us to define an obstruction theory of putting TR structures on stratified spaces. Let Y be a stratified space of dimension n such that each connected smooth stratum has a trivial normal bundle. Let Z be the s-skeleton of Y, i.e. Z is the union of i-strata for all i :( s. Suppose Y -Z has a TR structure respecting the trivializations, so there is a \} E TR with liJl = Y -Z. Also by assumption if ( J is an open connected s-stratum then ~ restricts to \}' X (J cone 13'1 FIGURE 8
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on the boundary of the tubular neighborhood of a for some 3' E TR, in particular 13' X al = 13'1 X a. Let Z' = Z -a. If we can find 3" E TR with a3" = Wand I~"I = cone on 13'1, then we can extend 3 to Y -Z' across a by 3 u a (3" X a).
See Figure 8 .
Theorem 1.2 reduces the awkward question of finding such an 3" to a bordism problem, namely it suffices to prove that 3' bounds a seminormal resolution tower. In case Z is a point, then the theorem roughly says that 13'1 can occur as a link of a point in an algebraic variety if 3' bounds.
As an example, let Y be the stratified set in Figure 9 . Let Zi be the ith skeleton of Y. Then Y -Zl has a TR structure since it is smooth. The link of a 1 is four points; they bound two arcs. Let 3 1 be the resolution tower { .. ~.}. 
In higher dimensions, it is often harder to find \}2 than \};, which is any seminormal bordism with a\}; = @, but Theorem 1.2 allows us to find such \}2 from \};.
Properties of resolution towers.
It is shown in [AK21 that if \} E .r lt4U ' then there exists \}' E .r RMU with I\}'I = 1m. Here we study some further topological properties of resolution towers. Our main goal is to be able to modify resolution towers to nicer ones as in the above result. 
Then there exists a seminormal \}' E TR such that
(1) a\}' = a\},
be the union of connected components of V, which have nonempty boundary. For Taking unions of sheets in ~~+1 and in ~~+1 we get a tim ~~'+1 in aVk+l(W) so that ~t+ 1 U !!At+ 11 aw lifts .Ji1k I a3' and I~~'+ 11 n avk+ 1 (@) = 0. We then pick our above lifting ~ k+ 1 so that ~ k+ 11 a~' = ~~'+ l' in particular I~ k+ll n avk+ 1 (@) = 0. 
FIGURE 12
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PROOF. Let @* = a~ -int(@'), then @* satisfies Figure 14 . By choosing C small we can make sure that A k n I ~ k( 3-) I = 0.
By Corollary 2.6 we get @ satisfying (a), (b) and
By construction @ remains seminormal, so by Proposition 2.1 there exists serninormal @' E TR satisfying the required properties. 0
!14k

FIGURE 14
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use PROOF. In case m = 1 the proof is trivial. In this case V is a disjoint union of closed intervals and 2f has an odd number of points in each interval. We choose d
and PA in the obvious fashion as in Figure 16 . So we can assume m ~ 2. Also without loss of generality we will assume that V is connected. Proving the proposition for each component would give the proof for all of V. We claim that we can pick a collection of balls!!) = {Di }~~l in interior (V) such that (see Figure 17 ) 
The last equality can be proven by induction on r. integer. We can extend these imbeddings to imbeddings
with 1
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Let Z2 = Zl U Uf=l e,(Sl x B m -1 x /) where the union identifies N(C 2 '_1) U N(C 2 ,) in aZ l with e,(Sl X B m -1 X a/). Call a+(Z2) = V. Now define
Notice that V = (V X 1 -int(LA» U a +(A). Next we will define the tico~.
Recall !/'= {Si }~=l U ~; write ~ = {SJ7=r+l. Let Ai = {j 1 C j n Si =fo 0}; then so that
where Pj; = Pj;{ ~ ).
Then there is a seminormal ~ I E TR and a diffeomorphism h k
PROOF. Let V; = V;(lJ), VJi = VJi(lJ), ill:i = ill:,m), ill: ji = ill:ji(~) ' and Pji = Pji( ~). By (a) we know that V; has no closed components for all ° < i < k. So by Proposition 2.1 we may as well assume that V k has no closed components. If dim V k > 1 we may also assume that each connected component U of V k -I ill: k I has even Euler characteristic. If not, we may use Proposition 2.7 to take the connected sum of U with a torus, thus changing the Euler characteristic of U by one. Define a map r:
Since ~ has type U we know that for each stratum S of V;k -U j < i VJk' Pik r: 4. Obstructions. Let .9' denote the set of isomorphism classes of smooth conelike stratified spaces such that each connected stratum has a trivial normal bundle (these are called TCSS spaces in [AKs]). Let .9'PL denote the set of P.L. homeomorphism classes of elements of .9'; this means that in.9'PL a stratified space is equivalent to a smooth subdivision of itself. Recall that TR is the set (of resolution tower isomorphism classes) of compact resolution towers of type RS. Let TRk denote the elements of TR of dimension :!( k. Define 11:, 11~, l1r to be the cobordism groups of TR*, ITR*I, ITR*IPL corresponding to the following equivalence relations (1), (2), (3), respectively:
(1) i)l -i)2 if there is i) E TR with ai) = i) l Ui)2' The positive answer to this conjecture would give a nicer obstruction theory than what we will describe in this paper. To give the reader some idea here we give the values of some of these cobordism groups (see [AKsD in Table 1 . Let ~'= ~ -U7=o int( I]J; we call H~) the total obstruction to extending the structure to X -~'. Theorem 4.2 say that the TR-structure on X -~ extends to X -~' if and only if each iJ i bounds a seminormal resolution tower. If we allow changing the TR-structure on X -~ before extending, we get weaker obstructions to extension as follows. First we need to define the connected sum operation. If iJ, WE TR with dim(iJ) = dim(iJ') = m, we can form a new resolution tower &#&' by for i < k,
where the connected sum is taken along discs lying in the interiors of V m ( l}) -IlJrn,(l})1 and Vm(l}') -llJrmm')I, and Pi(l}#l}') defined by restriction. Now let (X,~) be as above and let Ll be any (5 + I)-simplex of X with aLl c ~. Let aLl = L~~6 ai' and let the dimension of the link of Ll be r -1 (i.e. the local dimension of X near Ll is s + 1 + r). Then the following proposition says that we have some freedom of changing the total obstruction near aLl. 
